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Shadow Evacuation

• In Hurricane Irma, 6.8 million 
people are estimated to have 
evacuated

• Only about 5% went to state-
designated shelters

• Most evacuated out-of-state

• 3 million of these were not
from evacuation zones 
– although some were from low-lying 

areas, mobile/RV parks, etc. that were 
told to leave

• People who are not in 
mandatory evacuation zones 
but who evacuate are known 
as “shadow evacuees”

Source: Andrew Sussman (FLDEM)
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Risks of Evacuation

• Shadow evacuees consume valuable resources such as fuel 
and lead to much higher congestion rates on the roads
– This can discourage those who need to evacuate from doing so 

• Shadow evacuees subject themselves and their families to risk 
of death from traffic accidents 
– In the U.S. from 2000-2005, fatalities from traffic accidents occur at a 

rate of 1.5 per 100 million vehicle-miles travelled 

– Having 6.8 million people drive 1000 miles round-trip at 3 persons per 
vehicle, could be expected to lead to ~32 deaths 

– On a per-person basis, this is a 1 in 200,000 chance of death

– Marginally safer than going sky diving once (1 in 153,000 chance) 

– In Hurricane Rita (2005), the fatality rate of participating in the 
evacuation was 1 in ~23,000 

• 80 deaths out of 2.5 million evacuees
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What do people really need 
to know?

They need specific, localized, 
tailored information on impacts:

storm surge wind 
inland 

flooding

the exact track

what the size 
of the cone is

the maximum 
intensity of 
the storm

how many 
inches of rain 

will fall
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Some specific things people need to know

Is it safe to stay in 
my house?

When will the 
winds/floods/surge 

arrive?

How high?

How much damage 
will my house 
experience?

How long will the 
power be out?

When should I put 
up my storm 

shutters?

The answers depend on each person’s specific 

vulnerability and situation
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Probabilistic Risk Framework

• Physical 

dwelling

• Contents

• Opportunity 

cost of lost 

time

• Lives of family 

members

• Livelihood

• Probabilistic hazard information

• State-dependent uncertainty

• Probability density function for all relevant wind speed thresholds

• Structural 

characteristics

• Vulnerability of 

surrounding 

structures

• Presence of 

large trees, etc.

Lin et al. “A Probabilistic, Large-Ensemble 

Approach to Tropical Cyclone Forecasting”
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Hurricane Risk Calculator Concept

Approach

• Intersect modeled wind hazard at user’s specific 
location with the structural vulnerability of their 
dwelling
– Key wind thresholds:

• tree damage/power outages

• minor damage (e.g, fences, outbuildings)

• major structural damage

• complete failure of structure

• Calculate probability of each consequence

• Translate into a format that is both 
understandable and actionable for the user 
– “shelter-in-place” vs. “evacuate to local shelter”

– “put up storm shutters by 3 PM tomorrow”  

• Disseminate directly to user through decision 
support tools and alerts via a mobile app
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Assessing Vulnerability

• Vulnerability is assessed through a ~20 question survey about 
characteristics of the home and additional behavioral 
questions
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• The HurricaneRiskCalculatorTM will incorporate the 
ResilientResidence vulnerability information provided by 
homeowners

• Probabilistic fragility models are also under development
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How to Communicate Risk

Potential damage for the structure is displayed in a 3-category scale: 

• safety during the storm

• habitability after the storm:

 Green tag condition is likely: no significant structural damage is 

expected

 Yellow tag condition is likely: some structural damage possible; some 

loss to contents is likely; structure may not be habitable after storm

 Red tag condition is likely: significant damage is likely up to a total 

loss of the structure and its contents; structure could lose its ability to 

protect life and safety of occupants

Original idea: Use likely condition of house after storm, following 

earthquake structure assessment conventions



Area for user-specific disclaimers, reminders

• Currently only wind risks are provided

• Any official evacuation orders supersede 

any advice from this app

• Notice if user is < 40 feet above sea level









































Survey Form Fields 
(Customizable)

Basic Info

• Surveyor Name*

• Survey Date

• Disaster Type

• General text input

• Geotagged 

photographs

• Audio recordings

Building Information

• Physical address

• Building type*

• Year built

• Reroof year

• Number of stories

• Roof shape

• Roof cover

• Wall cladding

• First floor elevation

• General text input

Structural Details

• Structural system

• Roof sheathing nail size 

and spacing

• Roof-to-wall connection

• Opening protection

• Garage door location

• General text input

• Design wind speed

• TDI Catastrophe Zone

Building Condition

• Overall damage rating*

• Damage modes

• # of sides visible

• Roof cover DR**

• Roof sheathing DR

• Roof structure DR

• Wall cover DR

• Wall sheathing DR

• Wall structure DR

• Window DR

• Door DR

• General text input

* Indicates required field, ** DR = damage ratio (% of a given component that is damaged or missing)

Damage Assessment Data
Hurricane Michael, 2018 (NSF StEER Team)

• Run HRC retrospectively for sites 

that experienced wind impacts in 

past hurricanes 

• Compare predicted damage 

states to actual damage states 

assessed from on-the-ground 

damage surveys 

• Evaluate how well predicted 

damage states correlate to ability 

of structures to protect life and 

safety 

Next: Evaluate the capability of the deterministic HRC approach to provide 

accurate and useful information about structural damage potential 



Join the Researcher Collective

Structural 
Vulnerability 

Team

Wind Modeling 
Team

Technical 
Development 

Team

User Design / 
User 

Experience 
Team (COMET)

Hazard 
Communication 
(Social Science) 

Team

Verification 
Team  

Human 
Vulnerability 

Team 

Utilities 
Modeling Team

Storm Surge 
Modeling Team 

Emergency 
Management 

Team 

The Researcher Collective is open to all researchers who 

would like to contribute 

To join, e-mail riskcalculator@ucar.edu 
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wxrisk.ucar.edu             
riskcalculator@ucar.edu

Become a 
government 

partner

Become a 
commercial 

partner

Become a 
mobile 

development 
partner

Sign up for 
project updates

Join the 
Researcher 
Collective

Ways to Partner with Us

The HurricaneRiskCalculatorTM will be beta-testing 2020

I will be at the 

UCAR Booth from 

9:00 – 11:00 AM 

Thursday 

Please stop by


